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suffering and sorrow, and its legacy of hatred and all evil, or 
from the determination of all disputes by peaceful means with 
consequent amity and good will?

Stopford Brooke said : “I am glad before 1 pass away to 
see the beginnings of a regeneration of Society. I am glad to 
believe that it will be wrought not by violence and revenge, 
but by patient work and ardent faith and hope ; and that 
the stones of its temples will be cemented by forgiveness, 
their halls built by justice, and their foundations be the 
brotherhood of man in the Fatherhood of God."

So we in international matters have seen the beginnings 
of a regeneration working without violence ; its halls built* 
with justice.

The determination by the English-speaking peoples that 
they will conclude their disputes by peaceful means is final 
and irrevocable, and must in the nature of things have a tre
mendous influence upon the world at large. For the future of 
the world in no slight degree depends upon the English-speak
ing nations ; all the others have more than they can attend 
to at home and can not be expected to take up the White Man’s 
burden. The eye of the world is upon the United States and 
Great Britain. Where these lead the others will eventually

No one desires or expects a political union, but there is a 
growing and developing and ever stronger sense of unity 
which must guide in future actions both peoples.

And is Manhood lost? or anything worth while?
I have elsewhere said : "Discordant notes are to be heard." 

Of course the "fire-eater" is not dead, or the pessimist, or 
he who can walk only per vias antiquas ; while the fool we have 
always with us. We hear that wars are necessary to keep 
down population, although the same argument is not advanced 
for famine . . . that war is needed to awaken and keep
alive valor and masculine virtues generally, although those 
who know most about war know best the absurdity of the 
argument : there is more valor in one day of attendance upon 
the sick in an epidemic than in a month of active warfare. I 
undertake to find ten men to face bullet or bayonet for every


